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RL40
The economical all-
round paddock mat



PRODUCT DETAILS

External dimensions: 50 x 50 cm

Height: 4 cm

Material thickness: 5 mm

grid: 49 x - 6,2 cm x 6,2 cm (per grid)

pieces per m2: 4 (pre-assembled)

Weight: approx. 3 kg / piece - approx. 12 kg / m² (± 5%)

Material: 100% recycled material

Color: Dark gray - Black

Dimensional stability: +/- 3% (-10°C to +30°C)

Warranty: 20 years

„Bioactive“ surface: free surface 86%, material 14%

Pressure load capacity: 450 tons / m² (with filling)

Environment: Neutral to groundwater and environment.

The product is resistant to acids, alkalis

(road salt, ammonia, etc.) and alcohols.

SHIPPING DETAILS

160 pieces per pallet = 40 m² per pallet

40 layers per pallet a 4 pieces

Pallet dimensions: LxWxH approx. 100x120x175 cm

Weight per pallet: approx. ca. 500 kg

The paddock tile has a size of 50x50x4cm 
(LxWxH) and a wall thickness of 5mm! Already 
ex works 4 plates are joined together to form a 
1m² element. This makes the installation much ea-
sier and saves time. Per hour and person, 100m² of 
laid area is thus common with a prepared subfloor. 
The fast AND economical solution!

The RL40 model is suitable for all applications 
up to medium-heavy loads, such as riding arenas, 
runs and paddocks, feeding and watering areas, 
areas in and around pasture tents, grooming and 
washing areas, drivable paths and surfaces, etc.. It 
can also be used to create beautiful walkways and 
other areas in the garden simply and easily, for 
example by backfilling with decorative gravel.

RL40
DATASHEET

Pre-assembled on 1m² sections, this model is 
used to implement ground reinforcements 
quickly and economically. A pressure load 
capacity of up to 450 tons / m², coupled with 
our special material formulation result in a 
resistant and stable separation layer. The 
formation of mud and sludge are thus a thing of 
the past.
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